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This proceeding presents searches for Dark Matter particles produced
in association with top quarks at the LHC. The searches are performed by
the ATLAS and CMS collaborations and various models and topologies are
investigated. They are exploiting tt and single top experimental signatures
by searching for an excess of missing transverse energy /ET . No signs of
Dark Matter particles haven been observed and limits on the models are
set.
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1 Introduction
Astrophysical and cosmological observations seem to show evidence of the existence
of a new type of particle, that can be observed only through gravitational effects.
These new potential particles, named Dark Matter (DM) particles, should then be
massive, should not carry an electric charge and should weakly interact with the
common matter. They are called WIMP for Weakly Interactive Massive Particle.
DM particles can be searched for in multiple ways. First with cosmic sources by
looking for DM particles scattering or annihilation. But DM particles can also be
produced at the LHC, either directly or through the decay of heavy new particles.
DM particles are predicted by numerous BSM (Beyond the Standard Model) models,
such as the R-parity conserving Supersymmetry. However, following a more bottom-
up approach, the theoretical framework of DM searches usually relies on simplified
models. A review and discussions of these models can be found in [1]. In the following,
I will present the searches for DM particles performed by the ATLAS[2] and CMS
collaborations[3].
In this proceeding, searches for DM particles produced in association with top
quarks are discussed. The theoretical framework and the signatures are discussed in
Sec.2. The searches for DM in the tt channels and single top (monotop) channels
are shown in Sections 3 and 4, respectively. This proceeding will end with a short
conclusion in Sec.5.
2 Theoretical framework
Various models can predict DM candidates. While top-down approach usually gives
the best sensitivity for a very specific model, it makes the search very dependent
to assumptions. For this reason, a less model-dependent approach is followed. The
usage of Effective Field Theory or simplified model is mainly based on the definition
of the signature (tt+ /ET or t+ /ET ) and on the construction of the proper Lagrangian
terms that allow for the production of the signatures of interest.
Several implementations of model and conventions are used by the ATLAS and
CMS collaborations. A common effort for harmonizing the conventions, including
theorists is performed within the Dark Matter Forum [1]. The idea behind is to
harmonize the models so results from the ATLAS and CMS collaborations can be
better compared. The experiments are in the process of converging toward very same
models, but recent results are not yet fully comparable between the experiments.
Two main signatures are investigated. The first one presented in this document is
the search for tt pairs produced with an extra source of /ET , arising from the presence
of Dark Matter particles. The corresponding Feynman diagrams can be found on the
left hand of Fig.1. The Lagrangian terms that need to be added to the Standard
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Model (SM) Lagrangian allow to describe the production of new scalar (φ) or pseudo
scalar (a) particles that can decay into DM particles χ. These terms are
L = gχφχχ+ φ√
2
∑
q
gφq yqqq + gχaχγ
5χ+
ia√
2
∑
q
gaqyqqγ
5q + h.c., (1)
with the couplings gφ(ga) = gχ = 3.5 for the ATLAS results and 1 for the CMS
results. The field χ is a new fermion being the DM candidate and the yq are the
Yukawa couplings of the quark q. The searches are performed by scanning over the
values of the new particle masses : mφ(ma) and mχ. The benchmark points have been
defined from the expected sensitivity at LHC and by considering a minimal change
of kinematics.
DM particles can also be produced in association with a recoiling single top quark.
This is the so called monotop signature, which is composed of a single top quark
produced with larger /ET . In the current models, monotops can be described by
either a new flavor changing neutral interaction (non-resonant) or via the production
of a new scalar resonance φ. V and χ are new vector or fermion with either long live
times or are decaying invisibly. The corresponding Feynman diagrams are shown in
the three right plots of Fig.1. The corresponding Lagrangian terms are :
L = aresφdcPRs+ bresφχPRt+ anonresVµuγµPRt+ h.c., (2)
with the couplings ares = bres for ATLAS results while CMS results are produced with
fixing ares and by considering a branching fraction of 100% of the resonant particle
into a top quark and χ.
Figure 1: Examples of Feynman diagrams for the production of top pairs and DM
particles (left) and for the production of monotop (right) at the LHC.
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3 Search for DM with tt signatures
In this section are presented the ATLAS and CMS searches for DM particles produced
in association with a pair of top quarks.
For the ATLAS collaboration, the searches for the associated production of a top
quark pair and a DM pair are performed per decay channel : first in the single lepton
channel [4] but also in the dilepton [5] and fully hadronic [6] channels. In each analysis,
a similar strategy is followed. It uses 2015 and 2016 datasets (amounting to 13.3
fb−1) and are based first on the definitions of signal regions, based on discriminating
(signal specific) variables. Then, several control regions, enriched in specific types
of backgrounds, are used to control the backgrounds from data. Finally, validation
regions are used to validate the background estimations. Counting experiments are
used. No evidence of signal is found and the corresponding exclusion limits at 95%
Confidence Level (C.L.) are presented on the left hand of the Fig.2 for the scalar
mediator case.
For the CMS collaboration, the search is a combination of the semi-leptonic and
fully hadronic channels analyses, in order to reach the best possible sensitivity [7]. In
the full hadronic channel, a categorization of events is done based on the number of
reconstructed hadronic tops per event. For each channel and each category, /ET distri-
butions are used to extract the signal. To estimate the background contaminations,
various control regions, enriched in specific backgrounds, are used simultaneously in
a fit. The analysis uses 2.2 fb−1 of the 2015 dataset. No evidence of signal is found
and the corresponding exclusion limit at 95% C.L. is presented on the right hand of
the Fig.2 for the pseudo scalar mediator case. Limits are also provided for all the
benchmark points suggested by the DM forum [1].
Figure 2: Exclusion limits at 95% C.L. for the scalar (left) and pseudo-scalar (right)
resonances for the ATLAS[4] and CMS[7] results, respectively.
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4 Search for DM with monotop signatures
In the CMS collaboration, the searches for monotop are performed either in the
hadronic or in the muonic channels. In the hadronic channel the most recent CMS
result [8], which uses about 13 fb−1 of data, the signal is searched for by means of
a fit of the /ET distribution for boosted top quarks topologies. A simultaneous fit
of the signal and control regions is performed. No evidence of signal is found and
the corresponding exclusion limits at 95% C.L. are presented on the top-left plot
of the Fig.3 for the resonant scenario. A search is also performed in the muonic
channel at 8 TeV using about 20 fb−1 of data [9]. The search is done by performing a
simultaneous fit of signal and control regions using the transverse mass of the W boson
as the discriminating variable. No evidence of signal is found and the corresponding
exclusion limits at 95% C.L. are presented on the top-right plot of Fig.3 for the
resonant scenario.
The ATLAS collaboration studied monotop production in the leptonic channel
(electron and muon) using about 20 fb−1 of 8 TeV data [10]. The analysis is a count-
ing experiment using a signal region and control regions to extract the background
contamination. No evidence of signal is found and the corresponding exclusion limits
at 95% C.L. are presented on bottom plot of Fig.3 for the non resonant scenario.
5 Conclusion
Top signatures provide very interesting probes for searching for Dark Matter. For the
search of the associated production of top quarks and DM particles, two approaches
are followed : the production of top-pairs or the single top production. In both
cases, the signals are described by simplified models, including new scalar (pseudo-
scalar) resonances or flavor changing interactions. A global effort for harmonizing the
theoretical conventions has been performed within the Dark Matter Forum. Searches
for tt+ /ET and monotop have been performed at 8 and 13 TeV and no signs of new
physics have been observed so far.
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